) that V becomes a commutative Banach algebra under the convolution operation
Jo
where E is any Borel subset of R+; in symbols
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of μ e V will be denoted by μ:
The relation (1.4) is equivalent to
The identity in V is the measure u such that u(E) = 1 if 0 e E and 0 otherwise. A measure μ is invertible provided there exists a measure μ" 1 such that μ * μ-1 = u; and the measure λ is a divisor of the measure μ, in symbols λ | μ, provided there exists a measure v such that μ = λ * v. It follows from basic properties of the Laplace-Stieltjes transform that V is an integral domain and a semi-simple Banach algebra (see for example [6] , p. 149).
The central problem under consideration here is that of determining the prime measures, that is, those noninvertible measures μ such that (i) μ = λ * v always implies that one of the measures λ, v is invertible. It is clear that every prime measure μ satisfies the condition (ii) V*μ c F*λ implies that either λ is invertible or μ\X. And (i) follows from (ii) since V is an integral domain. Here V*μ denotes the ideal {v*μ\v e V}.
We give a partial solution by showing that all measures of the form
where drj(x) = e~*dx, are primes. Stated in terms of the ideal structure of V, the result is that the maximal ideals
A related problem is the following: Given a fixed measure μ, for what measures λ is it true that X\μ! Climaxing a sequence of papers on this problem, notably [4] and [8] , Fuchs [3] proved that X\μ if and only if the HausdorίF method of summability [H, μ] includes the method [H, λ] . In this paper we make use of recent results on the representation of linear transformations by convolution to give a simple, and apparently unnoticed, alternative formulation in terms of the range of a convolution transform. If j M is a prime essentially different from μ a , Re(a) > 0, and μ(z) has no roots with real part 0, then μ(z) has no roots. To see this note that μ(a) = 0 for Re(a) > 0 implies that 7*/ιc F* μ α = m α . Hence μ = v * μ a for some v e V which, because of condition (ii), forces v to be invertible; so μ is not essentially different from μ a . Thus V*μ is not contained in m α for any a, Re(a) ^ 0. Phillips ([6] , p. 148 or [7] > has shown that in the space Δ of maximal ideals in V, Δ λ = {m a | Re(a) ^ 0} is precisely those maximal ideals which omit an element of A so that Δ 2 -Δ -Δ λ consists of all those maximal ideals which contain A. It is clear, then, that the hull of V* μ, i.e., all maximal ideals which contain it, must be a subset of Δ 2 .
Proof of Theorem 2. First suppose that λ | μ. Then μ -v * λ for some v e V and, therefore,
For the converse we note that the inclusion R^ c R λ implies that for each / e L λ {R + ) there exists a g e L 1 (R+) such that
But the fact that V is an integral domain insures the uniqueness of g. Hence the relation (2.1) defines a mapping T: f-*g which is linear, commutes with convolution in the sense that T(/*7)= Γ(/)*7 for / 6 L\R + ), 7 G F, and, via an application of the closed graph theorem, bounded in the norm topology of L\R + ). It follows using the type of argument given in [2] , that every such mapping has the form T(f) -f *v for some measure v. Thus (2.2) f*μ = (/*y)*λ = /*(i;*λ) for every / e L\R + ). A second application of the fact that V is an integral domain yields μ = v * λ, that is λ | μ, and the theorem is proved. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced), and the author should keep a complete copy. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
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